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ABSTRACT: Assessment is often viewed as a nasty afterthought to quantify learning. A cycle of action research and repeated adaptations to a semester project course at the University of Pretoria in South Africa indicate that the assessment process does, in fact, guide and enhance the learning experience. This paper reports on a case where a project was used to address relevancy issues of industrial engineering practitioners of operations research. A rubric was used as assessment tool in order to guide learners in terms of required competence.

The applicable program deals with operations research which is often perceived to be demising as a decision support tool in industry. However, this is not actually true, as the relevancy and interdisciplinary nature of operations research makes it an indispensable part of operations management. What rather should be asked is how operations research is introduced and taught to undergraduate industrial engineering students. The results of our research indicate that learner perceptions and their resulting actions during the study period are indeed influenced by the selected assessment method.

Introduction

Although theory readily acknowledges that assessment should drive learning, the reality is often that assessment almost comes as an afterthought in order to quantify learning. At the University of Pretoria, a combination of factors lay the foundation for the redesign of a module. While two of these factors are discussed under the sub headings CDIO and Critical cross fields, the bulk of the description of the redesign is under the sub heading Operations Research.

CDIO

The CDIO INITIATIVE™ is an innovative educational framework for producing a new generation of engineers. It provides students with an education stressing engineering fundamentals set in the context of Conceiving — Designing — Implementing — Operating real-world systems and products.

The CDIO Initiative was developed with input from academics, industry, engineers and students. It is universally adaptable for all engineering schools with collaborators throughout the world adopting CDIO as the framework of their curricular planning and outcome–based assessment. [1]

The University of Pretoria, as the CDIO regional co-ordinator for Southern Africa, were pleasantly surprised to find that while we did not formally follow CDIO guidelines previously, a large percentage of what we have been doing based on the South African change to outcomes based education, was in fact well aligned and in keeping with CDIO thinking. Isolated efforts, no matter how well intended could hardly hope to have the same impact as international initiatives. As such this paper gladly shares a “Pre – CDIO” initiative which falls nicely into the realm of CDIO education. This is done to emphasize that the adoption of CDIO need not be
revolutionary change in all cases. Designed according to sound educational principles, many efforts will through evolutionary change find itself not far from the norm.

Critical cross fields
The fostering of competence does not only happen within an isolated engineering context, it also has to keep track with developments in the educational field.

The South African Qualifications Authority (SAQA) Act (58 of '95) dictates an outcome-focused educational approach for South Africa. The prime focus should be on acquired competence on the part of the learner. This competence should not be viewed in a confined sense. Vital, generic skills have been identified and listed as Critical Cross-field Outcomes [2]. The Engineering Council of South Africa responded by contextualising these outcomes into the engineering realm where they are known as ECSA outcomes.

A new approach was called for to ensure a process that has all of the elements to provide such an encompassing learning experience. After all, rote learning and memorisation is insufficient. Indeed, it has been stated that Pure knowledge is worthless. Skills and ideas are everything [3]. The CDIO standard dealing with Assessment also calls for the measurement of competence beyond mere disciplinary knowledge. The expectation is that personal, interpersonal as well as product and system building skills should be gauged.

Operations Research
The case in point comes from a history where the practical side of student education started to carry the name of easy pass” amongst students. The reasons for this may be multiple but to understand the need for a different approach to facilitate learning at the undergraduate level, one should understand the operational intention of operations research. It is just as important to appreciate the perception of industry that operations research is a dying tool in the decision support process, as well as the reasons leading to the perceptions that operations research is not being practised as intended.

The practical reality within which this research has been taking place is a four-year tutored Bachelors degree at the University of Pretoria, Pretoria, South Africa. Students ranged in age from 23 to 55, and all study full-time. As adult learners, they tend to prefer active, independent and experience-based learning activities [4]. Additional motivational value was thus gained by shaping the context of their learning experience to coincide with their learning preferences [5].

The misconception of some students that only a percentage of accuracy is necessary in order to pass was also a factor. Students have grown used to a percentage as a measure and even a 75% mark, often considered a distinction – indicates a shortfall of 25%! How many professional engineers will satisfy their employers or themselves if a quarter of what they do is wrong or not done?

Students needed to know how they will be assessed and needed to have clarity in terms of what level of competence would constitute acceptable performance. A detailed description of behaviour corresponding to under achievement would further help to direct student performance. This was achieved by clearly stated assessment criteria that indicated levels of acceptable performance. A method of assessment was needed that would be clear and practical, yet still leave room for creativity and innovation on the side of the learners. An assessment
instrument with rich descriptive identifiers was introduced, forcing students to identify and solve real life problems, where half an answer did not measure up to the desired requirements. A clear case for an assessment rubric.

Rardin defines operations research as the study of how to form mathematical models of complex engineering and management problems [6]. The definition also addresses the importance of analysing such models in order to gain insight about possible solutions to the identified problems. Taha emphasises mathematical modelling as a cornerstone of operations research but states that, although the mathematical solution provides a basis for decision-making, intangible factors (such as human behaviour) must be accounted for before a final decision can be reached [7]. This clearly calls for skills beyond the application of equations of simplistic standardised algorithms. Typically the kind of environment where the CDIO approach comes into its own.

Operations research is taught at numerous engineering and management faculties at the tertiary level, but acceptance of the optimisation techniques are often questioned at the shop-floor level in industry. Leinbach and Stansfield addressed numerous complaints from the operational level with regard to Industrial Engineering (IE) professionals [8]. Many industrial engineers have lost touch with the action in companies and spend a lot of time on complicated models where the assumptions are so plentiful that it is impossible for anyone to challenge the validity of these models over time, or spend time modelling the obvious.

Ackoff has identified three major effects on the practice of operations research as a result of academics’ obsession with techniques [9]. First, problematic situations are frequently sourced, selected and distorted so as to favour the application of a specific technique. A second effect is the diluted application of techniques as a result of the techniques being introduced to diverse professionals with little background of the fundamentals of operations research. The third, and probably the most detrimental, effect is the classification of operations research as an isolated discipline, as opposed to the original interdisciplinary characteristic of operations research.

The need for a real life problem with all the diversity it represented, was clear. Since the expected outcome is often not prescribed in any specific detail, but only the criteria which should be met by any proposed solution, an approach driven by the eventual expectation (read assessment criteria) was most obvious.

The second of three modules in operations research in the Department of Industrial Engineering at the University of Pretoria extends on students’ knowledge of optimisation by introducing integer and dynamic programming. The focus of the module is on modelling problem situations and interpreting results – as opposed to simply applying optimisation techniques to solve problems. Figure 1 indicates a typical operations research process and shows modelling and interpretation (inferring) within the context of the process. Traditionally the focus was on the solving of the mathematical dilemma without necessarily understanding the conceptional challenge which precedes and underpins any such calculation. As Figure 1 depicts, the conscious cycle of steps should be completed in order to ensure a feasible outcome with sustainability potential.

Industry is often unaware of what the actual problems are, or what information is needed, in order to solve problems. The emphasis of this module aims to introduce students to actual problems as well as the criteria against which any proposed solution should measure up. This
approach stands in contrast to merely giving a problem with all of the relevant information to students.

![Diagram showing the operations research process.]

Students are required to write up a case study of their choice for a semester group project. Although Voss, Tsikriktsis and Frohlich comprehensively cover case research in the operations management domain, students were allowed to use a combination of actual and artificial data due to time limitations [10].

In order to ensure that students appreciated the relevance and practical significance of operations research, specific ECSA outcomes were identified and communicated at the start of the project using a rubric, as indicated in Figure 2. Rubrics are recommended in situations that have a stronger focus on learning than on grading, as rubrics not only guide towards the desired standard, but also assist in developing reflective practice and self-evaluation. Where applied competence is called for, rubrics are a critical and vital link between assessment and instruction. Described standards operationalise quality in the minds of lecturers and students [11].

Students are also pragmatically forced by the tiered nature of the assessment rubrics to decide between the grades they would like to achieve and the quantity of work required to achieve such results. In this way students have a clearer notion of the quality they could build into a project (and the input required to do so) versus the effort it would have grade wise. While such a statement may seem less than ideal to many, a full engineering curriculum is internationally legendary and the authors feel that these compromises in terms of time and other constraints are also a professional reality which learners should be prepared for and hence exposed to.

The weighted outcomes indicate that the emphasis of the project is on identifying a real-world case and modelling the case in a comprehensive manner by identifying decision variables, expressing case objectives and addressing constraints. Students should not unnecessarily overcomplicate the case to the extent of not being able to solve the basic problem. So as to address the relevancy perception of industry, student groups had to identify their own cases and thoroughly understand the problem, or the opportunity for improvement. Problem characteristics then had to be modelled comprehensively without losing contact with the actual problem environment.

Our experience and the choice of case studies indicated that the explicit assessment criteria, with its respective weights, thoroughly guided student groups in the correct direction. Learner feedback emphasised the suggestions of Luckett and Sutherland to establish good linkages between assessment, learning and personal development through, *inter alia*, allowing students some element of choice and encouraging self-assessment and reflection [12]. Cases represented a multitude of non-traditional applications, of which a few are briefly discussed.
One student group assisted a game farmer in deciding on an optimal capital expenditure plan. The farmer had a budget constraint on animal acquisition; he had to fulfil tourists’ perception of animal diversity, as well as take the carrying capacity of the farm, in terms of vegetation types and quantity, into account. The student group researched the actual problem environment in terms of grazing utilisation for a multitude of species, reproduction rates and expected market conditions. The result was decision support that resulted in an optimal solution reached by only spending 68% of the capital and earning in excess of 22% on the capital investment.

Other cases included, but were not limited to, route optimisation for the Department of Education to determine zones and routes in order to deliver grade 12 examination papers to schools on time; newspaper vendor placement to achieve maximum exposure to the economically active public travelling by car; and timetable scheduling in the School of Engineering at the University of Pretoria. None of these cases appear in their exact format in any textbook or handout, and as such represent ‘original’ cases.

Conclusion

The most important finding was that students at the undergraduate level appreciate the relevancy of operations research. This agrees with literature that states that the understanding of a problem is as important as the solution. However, it also contrasts with literature in that practitioners (students) were not required to spend an excessive amount of time to establish representative models of real-world problems. The research supports Dick in that words are the common currency for much discussion, but that numbers do offer advantages when available [13].

The assessment focus which were prominent throughout the module and which looked at process as well as the product and not merely at the product itself, further enhanced the reflective and hence learning potential for the operationalised learner. In this environment, where recollection and initial understanding is but the beginning of a process that leads to the solution of a particular problem, assessment that is linked to clearly defined criteria proactively guides learners towards levels of acceptable performance.

The introduction of operations research to undergraduate students as a decision support tool should include reference to pitfalls in using such tools. Cited problems support the fact that operations research is as much an art that is developed through experience as it is a science. The introduction of rubrics as an assessment tool in operations research explicitly states the required outcomes and leads students to identify and appreciate the wide field of operations research applications. The consequential continuous self-evaluation further fosters critical and reflective practice.

This experience clearly indicated that an integrated approach where practical realities and sound assessment practice, can not only enhance the teaching process, but can work as a combined opportunity to provide students with a realistic experience of performance expectations.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ECSA Outcome</th>
<th>Outcome Description</th>
<th>Weight (%)</th>
<th>Not Competent (0)</th>
<th>Working towards Competence (1)</th>
<th>Competent (2)</th>
<th>Exceeded Competence (3)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2.1</td>
<td>Identity a real-world case</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>The case group identified was elementary. It was neither original, nor did it integrate different modelling techniques.</td>
<td>A typical textbook problem with little indication of integration between various modelling techniques.</td>
<td>A relevant case indicating the use of different techniques to address different case problems/issues.</td>
<td>An original and innovative case with global relevance but with local application.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>Formulate and model a real-world problem, or opportunity for improvement, mathematically using linear (continuous or integer), or dynamic programming tools. Identify and quantify model objectives and constraints using knowledge of the physical world.</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>Unstructured use of decision variables. Unrealistic approach to quantifying the objective function, constraints, and/or other parameters.</td>
<td>The decision variables are adequately defined and the data used is comprehensive and relevant to the case identified.</td>
<td>Decision variables are thoroughly defined with the minimum variables to represent the complete case. The group quantified constraints innovatively to address complex issues.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>Using appropriate methods and/or tools, such as Microsoft Excel or LINGO, to solve an optimisation problem.</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>The group did not attempt to solve the case at hand.</td>
<td>The group attempted to solve the case, but did not represent the mathematical model due to, for example, oversimplification.</td>
<td>The case was solved, but it is unclear how the results will be interpreted.</td>
<td>The group solved the case, and interpreted the results realistically and preferably innovatively.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>Communicate the scope of the case clearly. Present the mathematical model in the correct and generic structure.</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>It is not clear what the scope of the case is and there is no structure to the representation.</td>
<td>Although the scope of the case is understood, the formal structure does not resemble the described case.</td>
<td>The case is clearly defined, and corresponds with the formal representation.</td>
<td>The group defined and motivated the case clearly with a subtle balance between detail and background. The model represents the case with great accuracy.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>Communicate and motivate the choice of case study and the intent of the group professionally.</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>The group seems unclear of their objective and modus operandi.</td>
<td>The group represented their case, but cannot motivate the significance of the case, nor justify their choice of modelling approach.</td>
<td>The case is represented adequately, with all group members aware of the significance of the case and the methodology used.</td>
<td>The case was thoroughly motivated. The approach to modelling and solving the case was well-considered.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 2: Rubrics for the operations research project.